
Benevolent Fund Patio Sale Task Force 
Recommendation August 2021 

Our Mission: Make a recommendation for the future of 
the Patio Sale  

Should the Patio Sale [the Patio Sale we’re all familiar 
with] continue?  

The task force recommends the annual Patio Sale be 
replaced by other activities and events designed to 
raise funds to support the expenses of the Benevolent 
Fund and contribute to the well-being of the 
community.  

This recommendation is based on the following factors:  

-demand for 500 resident volunteers 
-approx. 50 volunteers commit to 3-6 months of planning  

-inconvenience to Chalet and Blvd Park residents  

-diminishing demand for unsold items by Goodwill, etc. -
disruption to regular operations at SBB  

-physical demands for an elderly population, especially set up 
crew  

-the potential for increased revenue from SBB, Encore and online 
sales  

1. How do we dispose of accumulated inventory?  

The task force identified several ways to accomplish this goal. 
Some are in place and other suggestions are ideas that need to be 
explored.  

In place or being considered at SBB: 
-restocking inventory by pulling from boxes designated for  

2020 Patio Sale 
-inventory unlikely to sell through SBB is donated to local  



charities 
-seasonal holiday sales 
-expand days/hours at SBB and Encore  

-special sales during SBB regular hours  

Ideas 
-improve Facebook presence addressing all Benevolent Fund sale 
and marketing venues 
-utilize the online sales software used for the Online Auction -
partner with existing campus events (see attachment, A) -
establish partnerships with other non-profit organizations (see  

attachment, B) 
-Pop-Up-Patio Sales  

2. How do we dispose of specialized equipment?  

The Benevolent Fund owns equipment that was specifically used 
for the Patio Sale, such as folding tables, cashier equipment, 
canopies, signage, etc. It is recommended that no decision be 
made on those items for at least one year while we design and 
implement other programs.  

3. How do we replace lost income?  

The current marketing approach is already addressing this 
question. It is anticipated that we can more than replace the 
Patio Sale income by continuing current practices and 
implementing new ones.  

Current practices that have been successful include: -a focus on 
merchandise selection and pricing -Marketplace sales: Encore 
and SBB  

Ideas: 
-engage a volunteer with expertise in identifying rare books to 
maximize revenue 
-refer to ideas listed above: (#1)  

 

4. How do we replace the social aspect of the Patio Sale?  

The ideas already mentioned are designed to create small events 
requiring small and more manageable teams of volunteers. The 



value of residents from different campus neighborhoods 
working together for the common good is what we don’t want to 
lose.  

5. How do we communicate to residents?  

-solicit input from all Panorama residents by requesting 
volunteers to join a focus group The purpose of these groups 
would be to review ideas and generate new ideas about ways to 
handle donations.  

-contact 2019 Patio Sale volunteers, thanking them for their 
service, and requesting their participation in the focus groups  

-Kya, Inside Panorama, Reader Board and Panorama News -create 
forum page on Kya for routine communications  

6. How do we communicate to the greater Olympia/Lacey 
Community?  

Social media is the best way to spread the word. Other ideas  

include: 
-email the 150 off-campus 2019 Patio Sale Volunteers -articles in 
local newspapers 
-Thurston Talk-online news site  
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